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The linear fractional group LF(2,p) can be generated by two operators 
of period 2 and 3 whose product is of period p. (Dickson, p. 302) In terms of 
these generators, a simple set of relations giving a complete definition of the 
group has recently been found by Mennicke [J] 
SI’ = T’J = (SII’)J = (&‘:‘“+“‘J’S2T)3 E E, 
Forp < 11 this is the only way in which LF(2,p) may be defined as a quotient 
group of Sa = T2 = (ST)” = 1 which relations are usually written (2, 3., n). 
iVhen p = 13, there are four abstractly different ways in which LF(2, p) 
may be generated by two operators of periods 2 and 3. ([S], p. 74) 
The main result of this paper is to determine the number of abstractly 
different ways in which anyLF(2, p) may be so generated. 
In a search for possible pairs of generators of LF(2, p) such that one (I’) is 
of order 2 and a second (S) of order 3, we may limit our attention to one single 
element of order 2 since all the operators of order 2 are conjugate. This follows 
from the fact that the cyclic subgroups of order (p + I)/2 ((p - 1)/2) form 
one complete conjugate set. ([2], pp. 263, 264) (Note: The various properties 
of LF(2, p) which are used in this paper are given in 2, Chapter XII. A 
summary of all possible subgroups is on pages 285, 286). 
I f  H is the largest subgroup of the group of automorphisms of LF(2,p) 
within which T is invariant, the operators of order 3 in LF(2, p) can be sub- 
divided into complete sets of conjugates under H. Any member of such a set, 
considered as a possible generator with T, will satisfy the same defining 
relations as any other member of that set. Thus only one member of a set need 
be considered. 
The study of these possible generators depends on whether p is of the 
form 412 - 1 or 472 + 1. We take first the case p = 4n -- 1. Select as the 
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operator IT the transformation z’ :- ~- 1 /z. In LF(2, p), 7’ is invariant under 
a dihedral subgroup H, of order p i I, ([I], p. 265) generated by two 
operators 1. and W. V, of order (p +~ 1)/2, is of the form 
W is of order 2 and is of the form 
C2 + D2 -~A -1 (mod p) 
In the group of automorphisms, T is invariant under a subgroup L of order 
2(p -+- I), defined by 
L = (H, Kf, where K is z’ -3 ([a I’. 305) 
Consider now the operators of order 3 in LF(2, p). A characteristic property 
of such operators is that the trace of the transformation matrix is := +I 
(modp). But since any matrix S m= (G g) is also representable in the form 
(1; r”,), we may limit our consideration of operators of period 3 to those for 
which the trace is + I. 
S is transformed by K into 
i ~--; -3. 
It is transformed by 6. into 
C% + CDy + CD/3 -t D”S 
( 
CDs -t Dzy - C2/3 - CD6 
.CDoi - C2y + D”j3 - CD8 I)% -- CDy - CD/3 + C2S 1 
The difference (aI2 -a,,) between the two terms of the secondary diagonal 
in these three transforms is 
313 -Yh (P -YL (p- y) respectively. 
Thus, for all the members of this complete conjugate class 1 p -- y  j is 
constant. Each conjugate class contains 2(p + 1) operators, with the single 
exception of the class for which /3 -: y  which contains (p + 1) operators. 
We need consider, as a possible generator of LF(2, p), only one member of 
each such complete conjugate class. 
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The total number of elements of order 3 depends on whether p is of the 
form 6K + 1 or 6K - 1. I f  p = 6k + 1, the number of operators of order 3 
is p(p + 1). These consist of (p + 1)/2 conjugate sets of which (p - I)/2 
contain 2(p + 1) operators each, and one set, for which /3 - y  := 0, of 
(p + 1) operators. 
If  p is of the form 6k - 1, the number of operators of order 3 in LF(;!, p) 
is p(p - 1). However, two of them are contained in H, leaving (p - 2)(p + 1) 
to be considered. These are transformed by L into (p -- I)/2 conjugate 
sets, of which (p - 3)/2 contain 2(p + I) operators each and 1 cont:ains 
(p + 1) operators. 
In both instances, then, there are (p + I)/2 elements S to be considered, 
of the form Si : 
( pci 1L 1 i = 0, 1, 2 )..., p ; ’ 
with a: and /3 being selected to make the determinant congruent to 1. Since 
the trace of SiT is i. Hence one such operator ST exists for each value of i 
from 0 to (p - 1)/2. 
Since there is an ST with every possible trace, all possible orders of 
operators within the group are represented. Suppose the trace i is selected 
so that S,T is of order (p $ 1)/2. Then, since S,T is conjugate to its inverse, 
the number of distinct traces represented by the set of elements (SiT)* is 
(p + 1)/4. Among these elements @D(d) are of order d for each number (#2) 
which divides (p + 1)/2. Similarly, if we start with an element S,T of order 
(p - 1)/2, its powers will represent (p - 3)/4 distinct traces, with @D(d) 
of them for each number d which divides (p - 1)/2. Finally there is the case 
of an operator S,T of order p, corresponding to the trace 2. All (p + I)/2 
distinct traces are thus accounted for. 
Now some of these possible pairs of generators S,T may be omitted from 
consideration because they do not generate the entire linear fractional group. 
If, for example, the order of S,T does not exceed 6, {& , T} is a proper sub- 
group of LF(2,p). 
The cases i = 0 and i = 1 may be dropped from consideration because 
they correspond to orders 2 and 3 for ST, thus reducing the (p + l)/2 
possibilities to (p - 3)/2. 
To examine further possibilities of Si and T generating a proper subgroup 
of LF(2, p), we note that the trace of (SiT)2 is i2 - 2. This follows from 
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the fact that if r1 and ra are eigenvalues of S, T, then y1 i- I’? : i and ~~7~ = 1, 
whence 
Tr(SiT)2 =m rrZ 1 Yy2 -- (rl -; rz)‘L ~ 2r,r, =:: l? - 2. 
Now if i’J = 2, ‘Ir(S,T)Z ~~~ 0, and S,7’ is of order 4. Such a situation will 
occur whenever p == Sn ~ 1. Similariy i” 3 will cause SjT to be of order 6, 
and this occurs when p ~~ 12~ .-- I. (‘l’his latter case arises when the 
operator S is contained in H). 
There remains only the cast of (S, 7’); = 1. It will be shown later that the 
tract of (S,T)” is is ~ 5ia -1 5. Therefore, the values of i satisfying 
will correspond to cases for which {Si , 7’) is the icosahedral group. 
From the analysis by Dickson of the subgroups of LF(2, p), it is known that 
there are two such cases which occur when p 10% .‘. 1. 
It will now be shown that in every case for which the period of S,Texceeds 
6, {S; , Tj coincides with the linear fractional group. To see this, observe 
that the abelian, cyclic and dihedral subgroups of LF(2,p) may bc 
immediately ruled out. The onfy possibility left to consider is the simply- 
transitive G, of order p(p ~ 1),‘2 which 1 eaves one letter fixed. G, has an 
invariant subgroup P of order p, whose quotient group is cyclic. P therefore, 
contains the commutator subgroup of G, 
The order of {Si, Tj, if a multiple ofp, must be greater than 6~. But, a group 
generated by two operators of periods 2 and 3 is at most six times as large as 
its commutator subgroup. Hence G, is ruled out as a possibility for {S, , T). 
Summarizing the results obtained, we can state that the number of 
abstractly different ways in which the group I,F(2, p) (p of the form 472 -- 1) 
can be generated by two operators of periods 2 and 3 is (p ~ 3)/2 
1 
1 if p is of the form 87~ -- 1 
less 1 ifpisoftlieform 12n- 1 
,2 ifp is of the form 1011 * 1 
The period of the product of these generators takes on all possible values d > 6 
which divide (p - 1)/2 or (p + 1)/2, each exactly i@(d) times. In only one 
instance is the period of the product p. 
Consider now the case p 4n -t 1. Select as the operator T the trans- 
formation Z’ T.--Z --x. The matrix of this linear fractional transformation 
within LF(2, p) will be ((X s) where u4 ~~ - 1 (mod p). In the representation 
of LF(2, p) as a permutation group on p -;- 1 letters, 7’ leaves 0 and co 
unchanged. L, the normalizer of T in the group of automorphisms, is the 
dihedral group of order 2(p - 1) generated by A: Z’ = bz (b a primitive root 
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of p), and H: 2’ = -b2/.z an operator of period 2 which interchanges 
0 and CO. 
If a specific operator of period 3 is selected, say 
its complete conjugate set under L will be defined by 
B-c/+kSAkB” E = I, 2; k = 1, 2, . ..) (p - 1) 
Hence the complete conjugate set of which S is a representative is 
cl b’y3 
= - @Y s ! m 1, 2,..., (p 1) 
Since b”/3 for any /3 other than zero takes on all the values 1 to (p - 1) as nz 
goes from 1 to (p - I), it follows that all the matrices with a given pair of 
numbers oc and 6 = 1 - N in the main diagonal may be represented by one 
of them. We choose the element ai2 to be 1. 
We thus have (p $- I)/2 possible operators to consider as candidates for S. 
Let us designate them S,(CY = I,2 ,..., (p f  1)/2) with S, given by 
t,; ’ i 1 --oi yGa-CY-1. 
Since each S,(CY f  (p + 1)/2) is a representative of 2(p - 1) conjugates, 
and S~p+l),n ofp - 1 conjugates, the total number of operators that has bseen 
taken into account is p2 - p. This represents the total number of operators 
of period 3 in LF(2, p) when p is of the form 612 - 1. 
I f  p is of the form 6n -(- 1, the number of operators of period 3 is p2 -I-- p. 
To account for the additional 2p operators we note that it is possible for the 
transformation matrix S to have /3 or y  equal to zero. For, 
and 
CY +6 = &l(modp) 
iu8 GE l(modp) 
can be simultaneously satisfied if -3 is a quadratic residue of p. This is 
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always possible when p is of the form 6n -[- 1. I f  Y’) my- -3(mod p), and CY is 
set equal to (I + r)/2, then .S, represents the set 
(Iiote that ~(1 - CX) - 1 Hence a,, . ai2 --= 0) 
An additional conjugate set which we will call S(D.c:l)~z consists of 
‘01 ( O 
y  l--a 
j, (” 0 l -Ya) (Y = 1>2 ,..., P - 1) 
and accounts for 2p -- 2 operators. Finally there are two operators of period 3 
within H viz. 
( 0” 1-a’ 0 ! f  N ~- 0 1 .-A 0 
It results then that there are (p -4 3)/2 possible operators 5’ when p is of 
the form 6% + 1. 
We note, however, that the set S~~,-+a),a) may be dropped from consideration. 
For SO,~~.~,T is of order 6 so that {SC,, ala) , T) is a proper subgroup. 
We now proceed to examine the periods of the products 
S,T (a = I, z..., (p + 1)/2). 
a 
a(1 -LX) ! 
y-ol--a”-l 
As 01 varies through the range 1 to (p ~-~ 1)/2, 2or - 1 takes on all the odd 
values between 1 and p. Hence every possible trace is represented in the 
set of matrices S,T, and consequently every possibIe order of operator in 
W.T P). 
It now follows as in the preceding case that the cases when {Si , T} is 
not a proper subgroup are just those for which the order of S,T exceeds 6. 
The reasoning proceeds in essentially the same fashion and produces the 
result: 
The number of abstractly different ways in which the group LF(2, p) 
(p of the form 4n -1 1) can be generated by two operators of periods 2 and 3 
is (p - 3)/2 
1 
1 if p is of the form 8n + 1 
less 1 if p is of the form 1272 + 1 
,2ifpisoftheformlOnfl 
The order of the product of these generators takes on all possible values 
k > 6 which divide (p - 1)/2 or (p + 1)/2, each exactly i@(k) times. In, 
one case, the period of ST is p. 
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In order to examine specific definitions of LF(2,p) in further detail, it is 
desirable to have the relation between the order of an operator and the trace 
of its matrix representation. To determine this relationship consider the 
matrix of trace i, M G (-y t). Let T,& represent the trace of M”. Tlhen 
r,, -= 2, ?“r : i, T, := i2 - 2. For n > 2, it follows by induction that 
from which recursion relation 
Alternatively from the difference equation, we may write 
If  the trace of a matrix is 2, the corresponding transformation is either of 
order p or is the identity. It must therefore follow that the order of ill, if 
different from p, wiil be given by the smallest number 71 for which 
T, : 2(mod p). In the event that the order is even this number is twice the 
smallest 72 for which T, m= O(mod p). And if the order is a multiple of three, 
it is three times the smallest n for which T, = L+,l(modp). 
These statements apply to any matrix of trace i, and provide an algorithm 
through the recursion relation for determining its order. 
By direct calculation with S and T, it results that if their product has trace i, 
their commutator has trace 1 - i”. So if a pair of generators S, T of LF(2, p) 
has a product of trace i, then LF(2, p) is a quotient group of (2, 3, r; S) where r 
is the order of a matrix of trace i, and s is the order of a matrix of trace I - 3. 
Applying these results to LF(2, 17), the first case for which new information 
is derivable, we obtain for the various possibilities of i the values for Y and s 
shown below: 
i r s 
2 17 9 
3 9 8 
4 9 17 
5 8 9 
7 9 9 
8 8 8 
It has proven convenient to apply to S and T the transformation ([5], p. 67) 
S = P”Q, T=QP3 
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from which 
P - (ST)-1 Q = (ST)2S 
WYth this transformation the definition (2, 3, r; S) is converted into 
In the cases i =- 2 and 4 it results from an examination of the matrices 
that (P~~~~-~-1~~2)2 = 1. The adjunction of this relation to (2, 3, r; s) defines 
the group G3~r*s which has been studied by Coxeter ([I], pp. 73-150). Thus 
LF(2, 17) is a quotient group of G3,“fii. 
With the aid of computer enumerations it has been found that a complete 
definition of LF(2, 17) is obtainable in every instance by adding just one 
relation to the set (2, 3, f~). The complete definitions are 
(2, 3, 17) (pp)” =-~ 1 
(2, 3, 9) (Ppy 1 
(2, 3, 9) (zyy : 1 
(2, 3, 8) (P-$P)3 =: 1 
(2, 3, 9) (Pgy :~- I 
(2, 3, 8) (ps(J2)3 -: 1 
In the case of LF(2, 19) an interesting definition arises when the trace 
i = 9. It is found that Y == 9, s -m= 5, and a complete definition is given by 
(2, 3, 9; 5) (P5Q2)5 == 1. It had been incorrectly believed that (2, 3, 9;5) was 
a case of collapse ([I], p. 143). The existence of this quotient group suggested 
re-examination and it was found that, in fact, (2, 3, 9; 5) is finite and of order 
10,260. The operator (P5Qz)“, of order 3, is invariant in (2, 3, 9; 5). From the 
known fact that (2, 3, r; S) is of index 2 in G 3,~,2s, it results that G3.9.11) is of 
order 20,520. It yields LF(2, 19) as a quotient group with the definition 
G3.10.” , (PQe)3 = 1. In this definition both O’J = 1 and (Pp)2 = 1 are 
redundant relations, so that a complete definition of LF(2, 19) is given by 
(2, 3, lo), (Pyy = I. 
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